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Abstract Developing embedded systems that are distributed is a challenging endeavour,
since they need to ensure system-wide properties as well as existence of a large number
of possible candidate system architectures. Various model based techniques advocate rais-
ing the abstraction level in order to support a holistic view of such a distributed embedded
system. Furthermore, automatically generating implementation specific code from models
can support realisation efforts including avoiding inconsistencies between model and code.
In this paper we present how such efforts can be aided for a distributed embedded sys-
tem modelled in the real time dialect of the Vienna Development Method, VDM-RT, by
means of automatic code generation. The contributions in this paper are 1) code generation
capabilities for distributed embedded system modelled in VDM-RT; 2) demonstration of its
applicability for an industrial case study involving a distributed interlocking system from the
railways domain. Additionally, we discuss the balance between code generation for a model,
which assumes idealised communication (no messages lost), and manually produced code,
e.g. in the industrial case study legacy low-level code ensures fault-tolerant communication
in the final implementation.
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1 Introduction

Today many products involving development of embedded systems are inherently distributed,
where individual nodes need to achieve a system-wide objective by communicating on a net-
work. Moreover, there is an increasing need for such Distributed Embedded Systems (DESs)
as a consequence of increased intelligence in “smart” devices [17]. Conceptually, DESs have
a high level of complexity, especially when these systems must be resistant to different kinds
of faults [14,41]. Therefore, a significant amount of time is often spent on validation activ-
ities. Furthermore, if it is decided at some point in the development process to restructure
the overall architecture of the system, then reusing a previous designs often becomes chal-
lenging. From a business perspective this increases the overall development costs as well as
time to market.

Approaches that have been advocated to address complexity in dependable systems are
model-based techniques, which support abstract modelling [9,50]. Some of these notations
enable design of system architectures [6,48], and hence support development of DESs. In
particular, they support reasoning about core properties, and enable various facets of a Sys-
tem Under Development (SUD), such as architecture, gradually to be introduced. However,
when models developed using such methods have been validated, the final software imple-
mentation is often manually produced and deployed to the different computing nodes that
constitute the hardware platform of the system.

In this paper we present an approach that uses code generation to translate models writ-
ten in the real time dialect of the Vienna Development Method (VDM-RT), which enables
abstract modelling of DESs, into C code. In our previous work [4] we focused on translating
VDM-RT models in a non-distributed setting (i.e. a single node). Hence compared to [4],
our work presented in this paper focuses on a distributed setting, and specifically contributes
the following:

– first, it presents code generation capabilities for DESs modelled in VDM-RT. In partic-
ular, we present new VDM-RT modelling guidelines together with a code generation
tool, which in combination enable automatic realisation of such VDM-RT models, and

– second, it illustrates the capabilities using an industrial case study involving the devel-
opment of a distributed train interlocking system.

Consequently, this paper, when compared to our work in [4], describes the considera-
tions as well as presents new code generation extensions when generating C code for real-
ising a DES from a VDM-RT model. This is achieved by presenting modelling guidelines
together with new code generations extensions. So this code generator makes it possible to
automatically produce an implementation that can be deployed to a collection of computing
nodes. Hence we propose a method for automatically implementing models of DESs which
potentially could be adopted by other code generators supporting different formalisms. In
addition to reducing development efforts through tool automation, this approach also re-
duces the probability of introducing issues in the final implementation through manual trans-
lation of model into code.

Usually embedded systems interact with the physical environment using various sen-
sors and actuators [17]. Within this context, VDM-RT models may be validated by means
of co-simulation in a Functional-Mock-up Interface (FMI) setting [5] enabling simulation
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of models written in different formalisms [18]. Such co-simulation can, for example, be
achieved using technology developed within the INtegrated TOol chain for model-based de-
sign of Cyber Physical Systems (INTO-CPS) project [26,27,45]. Hence the code generator,
presented in this paper, further supports the VDM-RT methodology within such a context by
enabling automated realisation in C code, which can be validated by co-simulation as well.

This paper is organised as follows. First, Section 2 describes the modelling principles of
VDM-RT, specifically those that support development of DESs. Afterwards, in Section 3,
we introduce modelling guidelines that enable code generation of VDM-RT models. This is
followed by Section 4, which describes the code generation process and how architecture
support is addressed in the generated code. We continue, in Section 5, by describing how
INTO-CPS technology, including the code generator, has supported the successful develop-
ment of an industrial case study from the railway domain. Afterwards, Section 6 describes
related work, and finally, Section 7 concludes and presents future plans.

2 Modelling Distributed Embedded Systems in VDM-RT

The VDM-RT notation extends the modelling language VDM++ [15] that facilitates object
oriented modelling together with concurrency, with functionality for designing real-time
computations [33] and statically distributed systems [48,47]1. In addition, VDM++, itself,
extends VDM-SL [28], which is an ISO standardised formal method enabling basic modular
structuring of sequential systems. From an overall design perspective VDM-RT supports a
holistic development approach of DESs as well as using a range of various analytical tech-
niques, ranging from animation to mathematical proof, as a means to ensure the consistency
of a model and its correctness with respect to requirements.

In a distributed system the embedded devices communicate via a network infrastructure,
and as VDM-RT is object oriented all interaction occurs between instances of classes, con-
stituting the minimal system components. The invocation flow between objects in a DES
architecture is illustrated in Figure 1: the objects a and b are deployed to the same node
(cpu1), while c is deployed to another (cpu2). Furthermore, if a invokes b it is a local call,
while interacting with c is a remote call. Hence such call distinction is introduced as an ar-
chitectural feature, and becomes important since the latter is more involved due to network
communication. Moreover, note that in VDM-RT functionality of an instance is captured
either by operations or functions, where only the former can access and change
state. For the remainder of this paper the term “method” is used to describe encapsulated
functionality in both a VDM model and a C code context.

Fig. 1 DES architecture: Example of local and remote communication between the objects a, b and c

1 Experiments with describing dynamically reconfigured distributed systems have also be carried out [34].
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Fig. 2 Alternative system architectures for deployment of three objects (squares represents nodes while lines
refer to bus connections)

In regards to architecture design VDM-RT is both location as well as distribution trans-
parent. Location transparency for objects is described by the communication paradigm Re-
mote Method Invocation (RMI), which proscribes that local and remote invocations are
transparent at the application level. Several technologies support the RMI paradigm, and
provide the proper architecture routing depending on the object location, such as Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [35], Java RMI [44] and Distributed Com-
ponent Object Model (DCOM) [21]. Distribution transparency follows when the additional
complexities of distribution are hidden, which allows designers to consider a DES holisti-
cally. Consequently the system-wide functionality is independent of the system architecture,
e.g. deployment of objects. Hence from a design perspective an RMI technology is not dis-
tribution transparent, since an object needs to obtain a reference of a remote instance, before
being able to invoke it. As a consequence only having location transparency requires creation
of a new architectural set up for the distributed objects, even with equivalent system-wide
functionality. For example, consider the deployment shown in Figure 1, object a might in-
voke the objects b and c. In this case, it is possible to construct four distinct architectures
as shown in Figure 2, where Figure 1 depicts the second option. Within this context, in [49]
the authors present an analysis and exploration of alternative architectures based similar
deployment possibilities.

In VDM-RT both facets of transparency are supported by seamlessly separating the
functionality to normal classes as in VDM++, while having a special class, defined as a
system definition, containing the architecture description. Figure 3 depicts relationships
of VDM-RT model components: an object is a class instance, which can be deployed to
a CPU (a computing node), that might be linked to other CPUs using a BUS construct (a
network channel). Additionally, the node and network constructs may only be used inside
the system definition as it captures the distribution. Hence all objects from the SUD are
deployed to specific nodes explicitly, while other parts of the VDM-RT model do not need
to know about the overall architecture. For example Listing 1 illustrates how the DES shown
in Figure 3 is modelled inside the system definition.�
system Sys

instance variables
-- Objects
public static b = new B();
public static c = new C();
public static a = new A(b,c);

-- CPUs
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Fig. 3 Overview of relationships of VDM-RT model components

public static cpu1 : CPU := new CPU(...);
public static cpu2 : CPU := new CPU(...);

-- BUSses
public static bus : BUS := new BUS (..., {cpu1, cpu2});

operations
public System : () ==> System
(
cpu1.deploy(a);
cpu1.deploy(b);
cpu2.deploy(c);

);

end Sys
� �
Listing 1 Modelling a DES as shown in Figure 3 in VDM-RT, where an ellipsis indicates omitted parts

Once a VDM-RT model of a DES has been constructed, various validation techniques
can be applied. As an example it can be validate by means of simulation, where the VDM
interpreter [30] makes use of the object deployment inside the system definition in order
to determine when communication between nodes is required. This supports a holistic ap-
proach towards architecture validation and exploration independently from the overall func-
tionality. For example trying to access an object without having a communication channel
yields an error by the interpreter, providing early design feedback when modelling a dis-
tributed architecture. Nevertheless, in order to simulate a SUD model, the context in which
it appears, i.e. its environment, also needs to be captured. Hence since we are only interested
in the precise performance of the SUD, VDM-RT includes a concept of a virtual CPU and
a virtual BUS that both are infinitely fast. Consequently for simulation purposes all objects
not deployed to a computing node, automatically get placed on the virtual CPU connected
to all other computing nodes via the virtual BUS. Finally, since we are targeting an im-
plementation of a DES, it is also worth noting that communication in a VDM-RT context
is considered at an abstract level, i.e. it is idealised so no messages are lost. This aspect
requires consideration during model realisation, and is further discussed in Section 4.

3 VDM-RT Modelling Guidelines for Automatic Code Generation

A systematic process for gradually introducing complexity towards a distributed system us-
ing VDM-RT modelling is described by Larsen et al. [25]. However, this process is not
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sufficiently constrained to enable automatic code generation for a DES. For this reason,
guidelines are proposed in order to constrain the modelling within VDM-RT such that re-
alisation can be automated. These guidelines extends upon the principles described in our
previous work [19], which involved a code generator supporting distributed Java based sys-
tem using Java RMI as the underlying technology.

The following modelling guidelines can be divided into two distinct parts, namely an
architecture structure as well as a notation subset definition. The structure is solely for the
system definition, as it attempts to standardise the VDM-RT architecture model. On the
other hand, the subset is imposed on the architecture definition together with the normal
classes of a VDM-RT model, and is inspired by combining established practices for both
object oriented design in embedded and distributed systems. Note that we did not change
the semantics of VDM-RT. The presented guidelines are based on our experiences when
analysing various VDM-RT models, and researching how they can be automatically gen-
erated. Hence these guidelines present parts that usually have not been considered when
designing a VDM-RT model, but can make the implementation afterwards more challeng-
ing.

From the perspective of a typical embedded control system, consisting of controllers
that use sensors and actuators, Listing 2 presents the structure to follow when defining an
architecture in VDM-RT: The first part consists of instantiating actuator and sensor objects
which controller objects can obtain a reference to as part of their creation. Subsequently
instances in the system definition are referred to as distributed objects, since they capture
the object deployment architecture of the SUD. Next, the system architecture is modelled
using the CPU and BUS constructs. Finally, the constructor of the system definition con-
tains the deployment of objects to nodes. Inside this constructor we allow invocation of
methods on distributed objects, for set up purposes, as long as these do not invoke other
distributed objects, in order to avoid network communication during initialisation of the
DES. Furthermore, it enables to automate the DES initialisation by the code generator, as
described in Section 4 below. Note that network communication inside an object might be
initiated in two ways: (1) all distributed objects are accessible directly in the entire model
(e.g. Sys‘controller.method()), since they are declared as public static; (2)
using the object references that are passed during instantiation as shown in Listing 2 for
controllers.�
system Sys

instance variables
-- Actuators
public static act1_1 : Actuator_1 = new Actuator_1(...),
...
public static act1_k1 : Actuator_n = new Actuator_n(...),

-- Sensors
public static sen1_l1 : Sensor_1 = new Sensor_1(...),
...
public static sen1_ln : Sensor_n = new Sensor_n(...)

-- Controllers
public static ctrl_1 : Ctrl_1 :=

new Ctrl_1(act1_1,...,act1_k1,sen1_1,...,sen1_l1);
...
public static ctrl_n : Ctrl_n :=

new Ctrl_n(actn_1,...,actn_kn,senn_1,...,senn_ln);
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-- CPUs
public static cpu_1 : CPU := new CPU(sp1, s1);
...
public static cpu_n : CPU := new CPU(spn, sn);

-- BUSses
public static bus_1 : BUS :=

new BUS (bp1, b1, cpu_subset_1);
...
public static bus_n : BUS :=

new BUS (bpn, bn, cpu_subset_n);

operations
public System : () ==> System
(
act1_1.setup(...)
...
ctrl_n.setup(...)

cpu1.deploy(act1_1)
...
cpun.deploy(ctrl_n);

);

end Sys
� �
Listing 2 Structure for the target system definition in VDM-RT for code generation

Together with the structure shown in Listing 2, the following architectural modelling
guidelines are presented in order to be exploited by the code generator:

(1) All objects related to the SUD have to be instantiated inside the system definition:
This enables the code generator to know the exact location of all distributed objects,
which it can exploit during analysis in order to generate architectural support for each
node, as further described in Section 4.

(2) All objects related to the SUD must be deployed to user-defined CPUs:
This ensures that all instances inside the system must be deployed to explicit nodes
as created by the designer. Consequently no objects containing SUD functionality are
allowed to be placed on the virtual CPU, which must only contain instances that are
necessary to simulate the SUD as part of model validation. This way it supports having
validation tests during development that are not generated by the code generator, as they
are not part of intended functionality.

(3) Two nodes should only be connected directly by at most one bus:
It is possible to design an architecture where a specific remote object can be reached by
multiple network channels from the same device. However, this introduces additional
non-determinism in the implementation as the chosen network channel might change
for the same remote invocations. In fact, the VDM interpreter ensures determinism in
such a scenario by picking the same bus every time. For this reason, this guideline aligns
the model interpretation with the implementation.

As a means to align the implementation of a VDM-RT model with certain design char-
acteristics of a distributed system, some additional modelling guidelines are imposed for the
normal classes below:
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(1) Static methods that are accessible DES-wide must not update state components:
Globally accessible methods can be invoked without the need of an object instance, e.g.
accessed directly by their name. If such methods contain side-effects, e.g. changed data
of distributed objects, it is not clear at which computing node the change shall take place.

(2) Instance variables (i.e. object state) that are accessible DES-wide are disallowed:
Such a variable would require a global reference being periodically updated, while also
creating potential race conditions.

(3) All data of an object is accessed through access methods:
In principle, the code generator could be updated for supporting direct field access.
However, we strive to provide general principles that can be used for other technologies
as well, and this enforces the rule adapted by other distributed technologies, such as
CORBA and Java RMI, and as stated in [10]: “Some languages, for example Java and
C++, allow programmers to define objects whose instance variables can be accessed
directly. But for use in a distributed object system, an object’s data should be accessible
only via its methods.”.

(4) All collections must define a size limitation following a prescribed pattern:
For collections in a VDM-RT model the size cannot be decided statically before run-
time. However, working with systems that have limited memory available as well as
limited network communication bandwidth, it usually is not desirable to have unknown
sizes of collections in the implementation. As a consequence, this rule enforces a range
definition for all collections using a specific modelling pattern, as discussed further in
Section 4.5. This supports possible validation of the device having sufficient memory.
In addition, this enables efficient serialisation of data that needs to be shared between
computing nodes on a network.

4 Code Generation

4.1 Overview

Overall the process of the code generator is taking a VDM-RT model as input, in order
to output an individual executable for each embedded device in a DES model, which cor-
responds to a CPU that is defined inside the system definition. Even though this paper
focuses on architecture support in accordance with the VDM-RT model, a node can be di-
vided into three facets, each needing consideration as part of code generation: functionality,
initialisation, and architecture. The functionality facet refers to the application level func-
tionality running on each node. The initialisation facet refers to the allocation of resources
and establishment of connections between all distributed objects before functional execu-
tion. The architectural facet refers to distribution awareness of a node in accordance with
deployment of the objects.

Figure 4 shows the entire code generation process as well as illustrating its relation to
a VDM-RT model. Furthermore, it indicates tools involved (names on top of arrows) and
is further discussed below, while “Uses” refers to how the different parts of C code are
linked. Note the overall approach: the code generator emits C code based on functionality
and model architecture, while the developer is allowed to add proprietary network drivers
associated with each bus as captured inside the system definition. Such an approach not
only enables developers to use their own drivers, but furthermore to consider non-idealised
communication. So while the model level network communication is idealised, with this
approach a developer can handle these low-level considerations as part of a network driver in
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a DES. Additionally, the serialisation of data is provided as an external part, even though the
code generator could integrate this within the generated model code. However, this enables
the serialisation block to be implemented with respect to user needs, as well as providing
flexibility in a resource constraint setting. Consequently it provides a trade-off between code
generation support for distribution described in a model, and using specific technology for
an implementation. Subsequently, Section 4.2 introduces the main contributions from [4]
needed to understand the contributions of this paper, which are presented in the remaining
subsections. Hence these contributions present how the code generator is extended in order
to support generating code for DESs, when following the guidelines presented above. In
general, the division between functionality and distribution in VDM-RT enables to have
systematic code generation extensions [20].

Fig. 4 Distributed Code Generator Architecture and tools involved

4.2 Functionality

Generating the functionality corresponds to emitting code from the normal classes of a
VDM-RT model, as indicated in Figure 4. This subsection presents the contributions from
our previous work [4], which is needed in order to understand the contributions presented
below. A detailed description of this functional code generation process that targets embed-
ded systems is provided in [4]. However, the design of the functional code generation affects
the support for distribution, and hence relevant parts are discussed below.

The emitted implementation consist of the generated C code from the VDM-RT model
together with a runtime library, which does not change. In particular, this runtime library
provides a fundamental data structure supporting all the VDM-RT data types, and is called
TypedValue. The definition of TypedValue is provided in in Listing 3, and a pointer to
TypedValue is defined as TVP, which is used throughout the implementation.�
typedef enum {

VDM_INT, VDM_NAT, VDM_NAT1, VDM_BOOL, VDM_REAL,
VDM_RAT, VDM_CHAR, VDM_SET, VDM_SEQ, VDM_MAP,
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VDM_PRODUCT, VDM_QUOTE, VDM_RECORD, VDM_CLASS
} vdmtype;

typedef union TypedValueType {
void* ptr; // VDM_SET, VDM_SEQ, VDM_CLASS,

// VDM_MAP, VDM_PRODUCT
int intVal; // VDM_INT and INT1
bool boolVal; // VDM_BOOL
double doubleVal; // VDM_REAL
char charVal; // VDM_CHAR
unsigned int uintVal; // VDM_QUOTE

} TypedValueType;

struct TypedValue {
vdmtype type;
TypedValueType value;

};

struct Collection {
struct TypedValue** value;
int size;

};� �
Listing 3 Fundamental code generator data types

All elements of TVP only store a relevant values in one of the fields, and to minimize
memory usage, the value storage mechanism is a C union, since it only takes up as much
space as the largest field. Additionally, the basic types int, char, etc. are stored as val-
ues in fields. Methods that construct such basic values are provided, for example “TVP
newInt(int)” and “TVP newBool(bool)”. Structured VDM types (like sets and se-
quences) are stored as references (void*ptr), because of their variable size. So all the
methods defined in the VDM language manual [29] on both basic and structured types are
implemented one-to-one.

The object orientation features of VDM-RT are implemented in the runtime library
using C structs. In this context, a class is represented by a struct, where its fields
represent the fields of that class. Furthermore, access to methods is implemented as a vir-
tual table, i.e. implemented as functionality associated with the corresponding struct. Hence
all objects are represented as instances of TVP as well. For this reason a method call is
achieved as shown in Listing 4, in this case on object a of class A (see VDM-RT model
in Listing 1), using the CALL FUNC macro which invokes the step method (name mangled
to CLASS A Z4stepEV)) by using the virtual table. Furthermore, the relevance of the
CALL FUNC macro for call distinction with respect to the architecture is discussed below.�
TVP ret = CALL_FUNC(A, A, g_System_a, CLASS_A__Z4stepEV);� �
Listing 4 Invocation of step operation on object g System a

Generally, VDM-RT is very suitable for modelling DES, but some low-level needs of
embedded development, can be achieved better in C code, such as direct memory manipula-
tion or creating optimised code for a specific platform. For this reason an important aspect
is supporting linkage against native code. Such functionality is supported by this code gen-
erator by specifying a method as is not yet specified in VDM-RT. Then after the
translation to C code, the code generator provides an interface which the developer can use
for linking a native C code function with the generated code during compilation. Further-
more, such an approach might also be used when needing to link against assembly code. In
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general, this also enables linkage against C code for various drivers when targeting a specific
platform.

4.3 Initialisation

In a VDM-RT model during the initialisation process the resources for each node are allo-
cated, and with respect to architecture it especially refers to allocation of distributed objects.
Hence the code generator has to support initialisation of a DES, before functional execution
for each embedded device. Due to the imposed VDM-RT modelling guidelines it can exploit
knowledge of the static deployment for establishing awareness of local and remote objects
inside the system definition. During the code generation process each distributed object is
assigned a unique number ID, ensuring DES-wide identification for all. Then with respect
to each node local objects are instantiated as normal instances, e.g. TVP type VDM CLASS,
while remote objects become of a remote type instantiated with their unique number. In this
way the common TVP type enables having a dispatch macro to wrap the CALL FUNC macro
in order to decide whether to dispatch a call as local or remote, as shown in Listing 5. In
addition, note that a remote object is passed to the generic method called send bus. This
method is generated based on the architecture, and is further discussed in Section 4.4. The
code generator emits an initialisation method for each node, in order to set up both its local
and remote objects. Consider, as an example, the DES model shown in Listing 1: the object
a needs to obtain a reference to the remote instance c before its functional execution. Fur-
thermore, if the node is called cpu1, the code generator emits an initialisation method for it
as cpu1 init(). This method, moreover, gets the method invocations of its local objects
as defined inside the system constructor (see Listing 2).�
#define DIST_CALL(sTy, bTy, obj, supID ,nrArgs ,funID, args...)
((obj->type==VDM_CLASS) ? CALL_FUNC(sTy, bTy, obj, funID, ## args) :

send_bus(obj->value.intVal, funID, supID, nrArgs, ## args))� �
Listing 5 DIST CALL macro which dispatches between local and remote invocations

In general the presented initialisation approach allows to set up a global reference to an
object independently of its location, and additionally without the need to obtain an actual
memory reference on the given node during initialisation. Consequently this exploits both
the location and distribution transparency features provided in the VDM-RT model more di-
rectly. However, another way to achieve distinction between local and remote objects, would
be to extend a location transparent RMI technology, with an initialisation algorithm which
sets up and obtains the correct references. Such an approach has been applied in [19] for
the VDM-RT to Java code generator using the Java RMI technology, and for this C code
generator the CORBA middleware could provide a similar solution. Nevertheless, using an
existing RMI technology requires a more involved initialisation functionality, as it requires
exchange of references during system set up. For example in [19] where Java RMI is used,
an initialisation algorithm is generated under the assumption of an existing global database
for exchange of references. Having an arbitrary network structure as in a DES usually, and
no such database, makes it even more involved. When targeting embedded systems, in ad-
dition, a specific middleware technology would limit the generated code in two ways: first,
it might not easily allow use of proprietary bus drivers as this technology relies on its own
infrastructure. Second, it would introduce large performance as well as memory overhead,
since it might is a general purpose technology not particularly suited for embedded devices.
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Hence this provides additional motivation to gain full control of RMI, and for implementing
it as an extension of the runtime library.

4.4 Architectural Awareness in Remote Call Dispatching

In this part we discuss how the generic remote invocation method send bus, described in
Section 4.3, is forwarded in accordance to the DES model deployment. Hence while the local
call is handled as a regular call, the remote is routed to the generic send busmethod, which
is unique for each node. This method needs to forward the remote call to the correct bus
in accordance with the VDM-RT system architecture, e.g. calling the user defined driver. In
order to support such an aspect, the code generator needs both to extract relevant information
from the system definition together with an algorithm to emit architecture based code. The
routing is achieved using the architecture defined by the CPU and BUS constructs, together
with the deployment of objects. Listing 6 illustrates the algorithm of dispatching with respect
to the analysis; internally the code generator analyses various relations: set of deployed
objects to a node (cpuToObjs), set of connected BUSses to each node (busToCpus) and
set of nodes connected to each BUS (cpuToBusses). With respect to a computation node,
the generate method emits a switch functionality for each bus based on a set of objects
that can be reached by the given bus. In fact, this ensures that the send bus forwards the
remote call to a method with the exact name as in the model together with a standardised
parameter list, which enables the user-defined low-level communication driver to be linked.�
cpuToBusses : Map[cpu -> {set of bus}]
busToCpus : Map[bus -> {set of cpu}]
cpuToObjs : Map[cpu -> {set of object}]

for each cpu do
for each bus in cpuToBusses(cpu)
for each cpu_con in (busToCpus(bus)\cpu)

generate(bus, cpuToObjs(cpu_con))� �
Listing 6 Pseudo code for algorithm which generates send bus functionality

Another facet of architectural awareness is the ability to handle an incoming remote
invocation, i.e. when the send bus initiates a call from another CPU. The code genera-
tor supports this by emitting the method getRes, having a standardised interface as well,
which ensures correct dispatching to the local object resource. The getRes method is gen-
erated by knowledge about locally deployed objects (cpuToObjs) to generate dispatching
based on the unique IDs of distributed objects. Note that since both send bus and getRes
are related to the architecture, they are generated as part of the emission of the system def-
inition. The signatures of these methods are shown in Listing 7.�
TVP send_bus(int objID, int funID, int supID, int nrArgs, ... );
TVP getRes(int objID, int funID, int supID, int nrArgs, TVP args []);� �
Listing 7 Signatures of send bus and getRes methods

4.5 Serialisation

VDM-RT supports arbitrary structured types, such as records and sets which moreover might
be nested. In general it is challenging to support data transfer across all possible embedded
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platforms. One way to achieve this is by use of a generic message representation (like XML
or JSON), but these formats require generic parsers that introduce additional memory and
CPU overhead. Another approach is using serialisation functionality tailored for embedded
systems, which enables generation of type specific encoding functionality. One such tool is
the Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) translation tool, referred to as asn2c in Fig-
ure 4, developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) targeting serialisation for embedded
systems [32]. ASN.1 is a data description language, and asn2c generates encoding/decod-
ing capabilities for each type in C code.

In order to use ASN.1 as part of data marshalling, as shown in Figure 4, it requires
two distinct capabilities: generate an ASN.1 file from types defined in a VDM-RT model
(vdm2asn) and conversion between TVP and types generated from an ASN.1 file (asn2tvp).
The latter functionality is based on our previous work described in [12]. How these two tools
together with asn2c support serialisation is illustrated in Figure 4: All structured types from
a VDM-RT model are extracted and an ASN.1 file generated by vdm2asn. Next, based on
this file asn2c generates bespoke encoders/decoders, while asn2tvp generates conver-
sion method between TVP and structured types in C code generated by asn2c. Hence the
generated files can be used for serialising purposes of structured VDM types. Note that this
generates serialisation capabilities based on the VDM types created by the user.

The serialisation generation can be illustrated by an example: consider the VDM record
as defined in Listing 8. First, vdm2asn generates an ASN.1 file as shown in Listing 9. Next,
asn2c emits basic encoders, while asn2tvp generates converters as shown in Listing 10.
Overall collection types are required to be restricted to a range of values by following an
invariant pattern. As a consequence, this rule enforces a range definition for all collections
using a specific modelling pattern, using the VDM-RT invariant construct (inv). Hence
collection types are required to be restricted to a range of values by following an invariant
pattern: “inv x >= 0 and y <= 20”, where x,y are numerical values, and y > x.
This patterns can be used on both collections (e.g. sets) and to limit numerical values, where
the latter is exemplified in Listing 8 on the integer type MInt. These restrictions are imposed
by the constraints introduced in Section 3, which enables the size to be known and TVPs to
be serialised and sent across the busses.�
...
public MInt = int
inv x ==

x >= 0 and x <= 20;

public static WTdata ::
level : MInt
valve : bool;

...
� �
Listing 8 Modelling a range limited integer (MInt) and a record (WTdata) in VDM-RT

�
...
MInt ::= INTEGER (0 .. 20)

WTdata ::= SEQUENCE {
level MInt,
valve BOOLEAN

}
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...� �
Listing 9 Generated ASN1 file from Listing 8�
flag asn1SccWTdata_Encode(const asn1SccWTdata* pVal,

BitStream* pBitStrm, int* pErrCode, flag bCheckConstraints);

flag asn1SccWTdata_Decode(asn1SccWTdata* pVal, BitStream* pBitStrm,
int* pErrCode);

void Convert_WTdata_from_VDM_to_ASN1SCC(asn1SccWTdata *ptrASN1SCC,
TVP *VDM);

void Convert_WTdata_from_ASN1SCC_to_VDM(TVP *ptrVDM,
const asn1SccWTdata *ptrASN1SCC);� �

Listing 10 Interface of bespoke encoders and converter methods based on the ASN1 file in Listing 9

5 Industrial Case Study: Distributed Railway Interlocking

This section presents an industrial case study within the railways domain from the company
ClearSy, and illustrates how the code generation tool has supported the development efforts.
The main focus is on the development approach using VDM-RT modelling and code gen-
eration. First, Section 5.1 introduces the case together with development challenges, which
involves the evolution an existing product to a distributed setting. Section 5.2, afterwards,
shows how this is achieved using VDM-RT. Additionally, the implementation considera-
tions when using the code generator as well as related validation using co-simulation are
discussed in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4, respectively. Finally, Section 5.5 discusses chal-
lenges and practical aspects through the whole development process.

5.1 Overview

This case study considers an existing tramway station, and Figure 5 presents the railway lay-
out: trains enter at the points V1, Q2 and Q3, and afterwards request a route to be allocated
by issuing a telecommand (TC) (green dots). Furthermore, the access to the interlocking
system is controlled by the signals S11, S28 and S48, where red and green colours are used
for wait and go signals, respectively. When a train issues a TC, the interlocking system es-
tablishes a route using switches (SWs), and gives the train green light to move to the next
segment indicated by a unique CDV number. In order to guarantee that collision freedom,
no other train is allows to proceed, while the current train passing that segment. Overall such
an interlocking system is in charge of a complete line, where it computes the status of actu-
ators (switches) based on signalling safety rules that are encoded as “boolean equations” as
shown in Figure 6, usually managing around 180, 000 equations recalculated several times
per second. Moreover, these equations compute the commands to be issued to track-side
devices: they encode the safety behaviour that enable trains to move from one position to
another through routes that are allocated and then released.

The existing embedded system is based on central interlocking principles, captured
as Ladder logic, where all decision are made globally, which uses a powerful PLC (Pro-
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Fig. 5 Partial scheme plan of a train line as seen from the sky, including track circuits, switches and traffic
lights

Fig. 6 Boolean equations that lead the signalling system

grammable Logic Controller) for safety equations and kilometres of wires to connect indi-
vidually each sensors and actuators to the PLC. Hence the PLC centrally provides safety
guarantees, such as collision freedom for trains. Furthermore, it makes use of five mechani-
cal safety relays that externalize the state of a route and allow redundancy between software
logic and electronic circuits.

The new embedded system is based on a distributed interlocking system, i.e. a DES.
Such an approach might help to reduce the global length of the connections and therefore
the cost and the risk of failure. Within this context, Figure 5 depicts a division into five zones
(highlighted in blue), namely ZQ2, ZQ3, ZP, ZV1 and ZV2, where each zone is controlled
by an interlocking module (i.e. an embedded device). Furthermore, each module would re-
quire less computation power than a central interlocking as fewer local devices have to be
accounted and local decisions, that only involve local device could be taken faster and would
result in potentially faster train transfers. However, such distribution has to be carefully de-
signed so that each module can ensure the required local safety properties, and communica-
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tions have to be introduced so that the global safety properties are guaranteed. As a matter
of fact, nine mechanical relays are now required for the distributed version since most routes
are distributed over several modules and all of them need to protect the different routes with
different relays.

5.2 VDM-RT modelling

The distributed interlocking system is modelled in VDM-RT. First, the centralised interlock-
ing system given as Ladder logic is translated to a VDM-RT model, and without architecture
considerations. This centralised model is validated by means of co-simulation in an FMI set-
ting (see Section 1) with a physical model of the environment from another tool, such as train
movement and physical relays. Hence this ensure that the initial model (without distribution)
exhibits valid behaviour, i.e. equal to the Ladder logic.

Afterwards, the architecture is captured following the guidelines described in Section 3.
In this regard, the holistic view of a DES supported by VDM-RT, enables an easier transfer
to a distributed setting, as less implementation details need consideration. For the distributed
model, especially, each interlocking module indicated in Figure 5, is captured in form of a
class. Furthermore, common functionality between nodes is shared by inheritance, since
some of the equations are kept or duplicated between the different modules, while others
have been created specifically for a given embedded device. Compared, the centralised in-
terlocking model contains 180 equations, while the distributed one has 247 equations shared
between the five modules (85 for ZV1, 49 for ZV2, 37 for ZQ2 and ZQ3 and 39 for ZP).
The final architecture is shown in Listing 11, where the system definition supported high
level exploration between alternatives. Finally, this DES model in VDM-RT is co-simulated
and validated, as the centralised VDM-RT model was.�
system Interlock
instance variables

public static zp : ZP := new ZP();
public static zq2 : ZQ2 := new ZQ2();
public static zq3 : ZQ3 := new ZQ3();
public static zv1 : ZV1 := new ZV1();
public static zv2 : ZV2 := new ZV2();

CPU1: CPU := new CPU(<FP>, 180E6);
CPU2: CPU := new CPU(<FP>, 180E6);
CPU3: CPU := new CPU(<FP>, 180E6);
CPU4: CPU := new CPU(<FP>, 180E6);
CPU5: CPU := new CPU(<FP>, 180E6);

UART1 : BUS := new BUS (<FCFS>, 1e6, {CPU1, CPU3});
UART2 : BUS := new BUS (<FCFS>, 1e6, {CPU2, CPU3});
UART3 : BUS := new BUS (<FCFS>, 1e6, {CPU2, CPU4});
UART4 : BUS := new BUS (<FCFS>, 1e6, {CPU4, CPU5});
UART5 : BUS := new BUS (<FCFS>, 1e6, {CPU5, CPU1});

operations

public Interlock: () ==> Interlock
Interlock() == (
-- Initialize neighbour

Interlock‘zp.setZone(<ZP>,Interlock‘zq3,Interlock‘zv2);
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Interlock‘zq3.setZone(<ZQ3>,Interlock‘zq2,Interlock‘zp);
Interlock‘zq2.setZone(<ZQ2>,Interlock‘zv1,Interlock‘zq3);
Interlock‘zv1.setZone(<ZV1>,Interlock‘zv2,Interlock‘zq2);
Interlock‘zv2.setZone(<ZV2>,Interlock‘zp,Interlock‘zv1);

-- Deployment
CPU1.deploy(zp);
CPU2.deploy(zq2);
CPU3.deploy(zq3);
CPU4.deploy(zv1);
CPU5.deploy(zv2);

end Interlock
� �
Listing 11 Architecture of the distributed interlocking system in VDM-RT

5.3 Implementation

Subsequently, we focus on the final prototype implementation of our interlocking system
together with its deployment to a hardware set up. In this regard, Figure 7 shows a proto-
type realisation of the architecture shown in Listing 11: six independent modules, one for
Ethernet communication (the largest board in the middle) for co-simulation, and five for
the devices (PIC32MX micro-controller) of the interlocking connected by Universal Asyn-
chronous Receiver-Transmitters (UARTs). Additionally each device is connected to physical
relays, where each is able to lock three relays for route reservation, manipulate two switches,
three track circuits and one pair of signal lights.

Fig. 7 Overview of the Hardware-in-the-Loop set up, and showing the state of the system when the Q2V2
scenario has been established by issuing telecommand TC2
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Fig. 8 The state-machine of each embedded device in our case study

In order to obtain the final implementation, a developer has to provide scheduling for
each node as well as network drivers, as discussed above and indicated in Figure 4. The
scheduling for each node has to be light-weight due to resource constraints on the nodes.
Hence a simple scheduling mechanism responsible for both running a periodic task and han-
dle incoming invocations has been implemented, as shown in Figure 8: First, the node is ini-
tialised in state INIT (see Section 4.3). After initialisation it enters the IDLE state, if there
is an incoming remote indication (e.g. data on the bus) the HandleRemoteInvocation
state is entered and the invocation is handled using generated the getResmethod described
in Section 4.4, or it enters the PeriodicTask state, i.e. running its periodic method from
the VDM-RT model.

For adding proprietary network drivers, we use existing safety critical drivers developed
by ClearSy. In this regard, the generated empty bus functions are replaced by this driver
implementation. So it provides easy interfacing with the model code. Moreover, it is now
possible to handle non-idealised communication within the driver implementation, while
the generated code assumes idealised communication. As an example, Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC) support can be added inside the low-level implementation, as a means to
ensure valid communication between nodes.

5.4 Validation by co-simulation

The Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) set up, as shown in Figure 7, can be run in a co-simulation
setting as depicted in Figure 9. In particular for illustration purposes, we focus on a Q2V2
scenario, which can be described as follows by looking at Figure 5: A train arrives at Q2
(CDV Q2), the TC2 (remote command) is set to high to signal to establish a route from Q2
to V2. Furthermore, the establishment of this route requires reservation of zones ZQ2, ZP
and ZV2. Then, once the route has been established, the authorization light on Q2 (S28)
turns green. Finally, the train moves to the next segment (CDV 28), and the authorization
light on Q2 turns red in order to prevent other trains from entering the segment.

Figure 10a shows running the generated C code in a Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) co-
simulation setting, which is supported by the FMI exporting capabilities of our C code gen-
erator [4]. Basically, the SiL simulation corresponds to executing the entire VDM-RT model
generated as a single C code executable, where each CPU has its own thread of execution.
Hence showing that the SiL behaves correctly ensures that the generated C code is behaving
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Fig. 9 Overview of HiL co-simulation approach

correctly, before considering deployment and using hardware bus drivers. Finally, the HiL
simulation corresponds to running the distribution support of the code generator, and ob-
taining an executable for each interlocking module (a CPU in the VDM-RT model). Each of
these executables can then be deployed to the PIC32MX440F256H controller. Furthermore,
the corresponding HiL simulation is shown in Figure 10b. For our case study the focus is
on correct order between signals, and as Figure 10a and Figure 10b show, they exhibit equal
safety critical behaviour in this regard: The correct switch changes its position (sub-plot 3)
due to a change signal (sub-plot 2), and afterwards the light on Q2 changes to green (sub-
plot). Furthermore, once the train moves into the next track segment (sub-plot 1) the light
goes to red again (sub-plot 4). The hardware shown in Figure 7, shows the state of the DES
once the Q2V2 scenario has been established by issuing telecommand TC2, where only the
light on the ZQ2 interlocking module is green.

5.5 Discussion

In general our modelling notation together with code generation provides useful support for
evolving the SUD to a distributed setting. The holistic modelling approach in a VDM-RT
model enables easier consideration of different architectures, as well as faster prototyping.
Moreover, the architecture can be updated in VDM-RT and the code can be regenerated,
while the user implemented parts do not need to change. So an important facet is the possibil-
ity to only integrate platform specific code once, e.g. node run-time together with propriety
network drivers. Validation is enabled by means of co-simulation for the different represen-
tations of the SUD. Hence from a development perspective we can consider the DES as a
holistic system, while generating new models, without updating the platform specific code
again. However, there are challenges related to implementing the communication drivers
such that they preserve the semantics of a VDM-RT model. While such a model allows
defining abstract protocols, such as First-Come-First-Serve or Fixed-Priority, the developer
has to ensure this in the implementation.

A key aspect, when discussing a distributed system, is inference of communication
channels. In VDM-RT it is specified which objects communicate with each other using the
system definition class. Hence this provides verifiers with a holistic view of the distributed
system during specification. In this regard, the abstraction is on purpose chosen to be with
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Software-in-the-Loop (a) and Hardware-in-the-Loop (b) co-simulation for train scenario Q2V2:
showing the initial establishment of the Q2V2 route, and train passing the authorization light
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CPUs (and each CPU can have multiple processes modelled as threads) and BUSses that
connect such CPUs. Furthermore, inside the processes it is not referred to a specific channel
that is used for communication to an object that is placed on a different CPU. This supports
having only one central place to change the overall topology of the system (the system
class). Since channels are not named explicitly, the functionality inside instances of classes
is agnostic about whether the functionality is located at the same CPU (as a monolithic so-
lution) or inside a distributed setting. On the other hand, if it was referred to the channels
explicitly inside the processes, and the topology needs to change, it would require updating
all instances referring to such a channel. Nevertheless, the drawback of this implicit ap-
proach in VDM-RT is that there is no clean calculus, which can be applied to prove certain
properties by applying algebraic laws.

Another aspect, unrelated to distribution, is the execution time of the generated C code,
since it is not optimised for logical equations calculations. Hence for systems having time
requirements, a developer needs to implement these critical parts manually. On the other
hand, for systems comparable to ours where DES-wide dependability is the objective as
well as re-usability for future products, the presented code generation support can aid overall
development efforts.

Generally, this case study provided an example of a DES where both the number of
nodes as well as links between them are not changed during run-time. However, other sys-
tems (such as sensor networks) have characteristics where both aspects are dynamic dur-
ing run-time. VDM-RT cannot model such systems, but research has been carried out for
supporting such dynamic characteristics of a DES in VDM-RT [34]. For this reason such
dynamic DES could be considered for future work of code generation support, which might
include translating towards specific technologies that support these needs. In this context,
the contributions of this paper can be used as the basis for such future research.

Another important aspect when designing a DES, finally, is energy consumption. In the
interlocking case study energy is not a concern, but for other systems having a low energy
consumption is one of the most important design parameters. In [23] and [22] the authors
present how VDM-RT can be applied when considering energy during the design of an
embedded system. Hence future work could be to combine the code generation of a VDM-
RT model with such energy research. Furthermore, in [43] they present the Atom LEAP
platform which focuses on energy efficient embedded systems. Hence, as an example, code
generation towards specifically the Atom LEAP platform could enable to include energy
consideration during the generation process. This would require further research for both
VDM-RT as well as extending the code generation capabilities with such concerns in mind.

6 Related Work

Various approaches discuss aiding development efforts by means of code generation support
for distribution, showing it can be a worthwhile endeavour. Below we divide code genera-
tion towards distributed embedded systems into four areas: (1) general model based design
approaches, (2) targeting specific network drivers or technology, (3) general support for
communication synthesis and (4) integrated tools. In particular, the final category can show
a potential of generating VDM-RT models targeting their infrastructure. Some of the work
covers several areas, but is grouped into the most suited one. However, note for the following
related work the majority focus on code generation based on components directly connected
via their ports, while our work targets object oriented DES in general.
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Within area (1), in [2] they consider low-level state-machines based code generation.
Furthermore, several approaches [3,7,8] present general model-based approaches, such as
Unified Modelling Language (UML), combining deployment of functional code with tar-
geting an architecture by having platform specific models. In comparison with area (1),
our contributions provide a different trade-off between generating platform agnostic C code
from a model, while still allowing to interface with both native code as well as various
network drivers. For area (2), in [24] and [1] the authors consider targeting specific proto-
cols, respectively FlexRay and Controller Area Network (CAN). While VDM-RT models
define abstract protocols mentioned above, these approaches might support additional anal-
ysis since the targeted hardware is known. On the other hand, in [16] they present a more
high-level approach targeting CORBA middleware, while [42] targets an AUTomotive Open
System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) infrastructure. So the contributions in area (2) can be
used for supporting specific technologies in our code generator, hence provide possible fu-
ture work. As part of area (3), the authors in [36,13,31] introduce approaches for targeting
arbitrary architectures, allowing to use network specific drives. Their approach is similar to
our approach, considering architectures, while their models are captured in a component-
based setting. However, in our work the focus is on an object oriented design which might
be more suitable for certain types of DESs.

Area (4) concerns integrated ways of supporting modelling together with code gen-
eration. The tools Distributed Object Model Environment (DOME) [38,39] and Program-
ming Temporally Integrated Distributed Embedded Systems (PTides) [11] support such an
approach. DOME is based on an approach where objects deployed to different nodes can
be connected with each other. Especially, DOME enables a modelling approach similar to
VDM-RT, and supports the implementation with a runtime environment, which can include
real-time constraints. In comparison to DOME, our contributions attempt to support a differ-
ent way of combining automatically generated code together with native code and network
drivers in an object oriented context. PTides, furthermore, supports modelling in particular
focusing on time aspects in a control system, using component-based design, while ensuring
timing aspect in the implementation by having their own PTides runtime. Hence compared to
our code generator, PTides uses components and can address timing aspect, where the latter
might provide possible future work for our code generator. The tool chain “The ASSERT Set
of Tools for Engineering” (TASTE) [37] adopts a more general approach for development of
DES. Their approach is based on creating architectures of components in the Architecture
Analysis and Design Language (AADL), which are implemented in different notations such
as Matlab/Simulink and Spark Ada. In order to connect these heterogeneous models as well
as across distributed architectures, they use the ASN.1 notation as glue code, as mentioned
Section 4.5. However, TASTE currently does not fully provide integrated FMI co-simulation
capabilities as VDM-RT.

Finally, in this paper we focus on code generation of resource constraint distributed em-
bedded nodes using an object oriented modelling language. Hence an important comparison
can be made to the work presented in [46], where they present an object oriented notation
for embedded systems with limited resources. The work in [46] targets much more resource
limited nodes, in comparison to our approach: they neither have a run-time library nor use
dynamic memory allocation. However, the usage of the run-time enables our code gener-
ator to support a larger subset of VDM-RT [4]. Generally, a key difference is the support
for distributed systems. Nevertheless, the principles of modelling and generating code for
DESs, as discussed in this paper, might be worth considering for supporting distribution in
the work presented in [46], as it is based on objects as well.
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7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we presented a code generator for the VDM-RT notation together with mod-
elling guidelines, which aid the development efforts of a DES, and contains two contribu-
tions. First, it presents how a VDM-RT model describing a DES can be supported by a code
generation tool, which enables a developer to interface with hardware specific code. Sec-
ond, it demonstrates how the tool has been applied on an industrial case study involving a
distributed interlocking system from the railways domain. In particular for the case study
it is paramount that the developer can use proprietary network drives, as well as consider-
ing non-idealised communication with respect to a specific network driver. The industrial
case, additionally, illustrates both the holistic design and co-simulation capabilities, while
the code generator supports model realisation in form of C code. However, a VDM-RT
model defines abstract network protocols, and the user needs to ensure the correct seman-
tics in the implementation of the bus drivers. Hence future work includes to support more
concrete protocols, which afterwards could be realised by a code generator. For example a
VDM-RT model could be integrated with a network simulator such as NS-3 [40] in order
to simulate communication. In addition, ASN.1 support, discussed above, enables to know
the data packet size in the implementation as it enforces range definitions, which could be
passed back to the network simulator, creating an integrated approach. Furthermore, not re-
lated to distribution, the transfer of non-functional properties could be addressed, such as
time, by targeting specific embedded platforms. Moreover, the current ASN.1 generation
might be used to integrate the generated C code with code from external tools, similar to the
TASTE tool chain. Finally, future work for code generation of VDM-RT models can include
research of dynamic systems and energy consideration.
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